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The Titanic Wyn Craig Wade 1992-03 Recreates the events surrounding the 1912 sinking of the Titanic
and the U.S. Senate investigation of the disaster, an investigation of the ship's American owners and the
sinking itself
Grusel-Club : dem Spuk auf der Spur ; [mit Spuk-Lupe und Club-Überraschung]. 8. Das Versteck des
letzten Werwolfs Thomas Brezina 1999
Grusel-Club Thomas Brezina 2000
The Colossal Fossil Freakout #3 Julie Berry 2011-02-17 Headmaster Farley's back and he's ready for
revenge, but an unexpected visit from his estranged sister brings monstrous results as she takes over
Splurch Academy. Forced to retreat to his laboratory, he hatches a plan to reclaim the school. Meanwhile,
Cody Mack and the other boys are pitted against their new classmates-the girls of Priscilla Prim Academy
for Precious and Proper Young Ladies.
Ghosthunters and the Incredibly Revolting Ghost Cornelia Caroline Funke 2008-07-10 A timid boy named
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Tom reluctantly agrees to help professional ghostbuster Hetty Hyssop dispel an IRG (Incredibly Revolting
Ghost) from an old house.
Grusel-Club 1998
Das unsichtbare Biest Thomas Brezina 1998
Constable & Toop Gareth P. Jones 2013-10-08 Something mysterious and terrible is happening
throughout Victorian London: Ghosts are disappearing. When this reaches the attention of the Ghost
Bureau, the diligent but clueless Mr. Lapsewood, a paranormal paper-pusher, is sent to investigate, and
what he discovers is grave. The Black Rot has arrived—a voracious spiritual infestation whereby empty
haunted houses suck in unsuspecting ghosts and imprison them. Lapsewood’s investigation weaves
through the plotlines of several other memorable characters—both living and dead—including an
undertaker’s son who can see ghosts, a serial throat-slasher reminiscent of Jack the Ripper, an
evangelical exorcist, and many more. The living and dead must work together if they hope to destroy the
Black Rot—before it destroys both the ghost and human worlds. This highly atmospheric and bitingly
funny ghost story by successful British author Gareth P. Jones will delight fans of Eva Ibbotson and Neil
Gaiman.
Grusel-Club Thomas Brezina 2000-01
Wenn der graue Nebel kommt Thomas Brezina 1999
The Trouble with Squids #4 Julie Berry 2011-07-21 It's a squid invasion! The boys uncover an old
forgotten swimming pool hidden away below the ﬂoor of the school's gymnasium?-and below the surface
they discover a whole undersea world that might just provide them with a way to ﬁnally escape from
Splurch Academy. However, they soon realize that the pool is overﬂowing with evil monstrous squids.
Young Werewolf Cornelia Funke 2013 Matt was your average boy until a dangerous encounter awakens
a wolf inside of him!..
Grusel Club - Dem Spuk auf der Spur Thomas Brezina 2003
Grusel-Club : dem Spuk auf der Spur ; [mit Spuk-Lupe und Club-Überraschung]. 3. Das
unsichtbare Biest Thomas Brezina 1998
Grusel-Club Thomas Brezina 2007
Graf Drakulas Geheimversteck Thomas Brezina 2002-01 Vicky, Jupiter und Nick sind auf der Spur von
Drakulas Geheimversteck und geraten dabei in Lebensgefahr. Ab 11.
Nameless Queen Rebecca McLaughlin 2020 In the city of Seriden, everyone expected the king's
daughter, Esther, would inherit the throne. Instead, it went to a thief called Coin. She is a Nameless-- no
family, no legal rights, and no standing in society. In a palace where the corridors are more dangerous
than the streets, Coin must make a name for herself. But how long can she keep the crown if everyone
wants her dead? -- adapted from jacket
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The Diary of Ellen Rimbauer Steven Rimbauer 2001 The turn-of-the-century journal of young bride Ellen
Rimbauer describes her marriage to Seattle industrialist John Rimbauer and the nightmare living in the
Rimbauer mansion, Rose Red, a site that would become the scene of many inexplicable tragedies.
Curse of the Bizarro Beetle #2 Julie Berry 2010-08-12 With CodyÕs archnemesis, Headmaster Farley,
banished from the school, Cody should be celebrating . . . but something is bothering him, eating at him .
. . literally gnawing on him. Dark forces are on the rise at Splurch Academy and Cody Mack isnÕt sure
which side of the battle heÕs on.
Grusel-Club Thomas Brezina 1999
Who Can Crack the Leonardo Da Vinci Code? Thomas Brezina 2005 This exciting interactive book by a
renowned children's book author takes readers on a mystery solving journey through the Museum of
Adventures that ties together fact ﬁnding, artistic research, and the fabulous world of Leonardo da Vinci's
art works. Armed with a notebook written in code, readers must solve a variety of riddles, hidden inside
the artist's paintings, which will lead them to the secret that will save the museum from closing forever.
Das Versteck des letzten Werwolfs Thomas Brezina 1999
Das Paket aus Transsilvanien Thomas Brezina 1998
Grusel-Club Thomas Brezina 2005-01
Coco Chanel Justine Picardie 2013-02-05 Sleek. Chic. Notoriously guarded. Welcome to the secret world
of Gabrielle Chanel. The story of Chanel begins with an abandoned child, as lost as a girl in a dark fairy
tale. Unveiling remarkable new details about Gabrielle Chanel’s early years in a convent orphanage and
her ﬂight into unconventional adulthood, Justine Picardie explores what lies beneath the glossy surface of
a mythic fashion icon. Throwing new light on her passionate and turbulent relationships, this beautifully
constructed portrait gives a fresh and penetrating look at how Coco Chanel made herself into her own
most powerful creation. An authoritative account, based on personal observations and interviews with
Chanel’s last surviving friends, employees and relatives, it also unravels her coded language and
symbols, and traces the inﬂuence of her formative years on her legendary style. Feared and revered by
the rest of the fashion industry, Coco Chanel died in 1971 at the age of eighty-seven, but her legacy lives
on. Drawing on unprecedented research, Justine Picardie brings her fascinating, enigmatic subject out of
hiding and uncovers the consequences of what Chanel covered up, unpicking the seams between truth
and myth in a story that reveals the true heart of fashion.
Grusel-Club Thomas Brezina 2000-01
The Book of Dead Days Marcus Sedgwick 2007-12-18 THE DAYS BETWEEN Christmas and New Year’s
Eve are dead days, when spirits roam and magic shifts restlessly just beneath the surface of our lives. A
magician called Valerian must save his own life within those few days or pay the price for the pact he
made with evil so many years ago. But alchemy and sorcery are no match against the demonic power
pursuing him. Helping him is his servant, Boy, a child with no name and no past. The quick-witted orphan
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girl, Willow, is with them as they dig in death ﬁelds at midnight, and as they are swept into the sprawling
blackness of a subterranean city on a journey from which there is no escape. Praise for The Book of Dead
Days: “Beautifully paced and sometimes blood-soaked. . . . A very tangible sense of evil.”—The Guardian
“Subtle menace and power.”—The Independent “Packed with drama, mystery, and intrigue.”—The
Bookseller
Ghosthunters and the Gruesome Invincible Lightning Ghost! Cornelia Caroline Funke, 19582009-06-04 No ghoul has a chance against the new ghosthunting agency - made up of schoolboy Tom,
Hugo & world-famous spookhunter Hetty Hyssop - or does it? Things hot up when they are called to the
Seafront Hotel, where guests have gone missing
Grusel-Club : dem Spuk auf der Spur ; [mit Spuk-Lupe und Club-Überraschung]. 11. Wenn der graue
Nebel kommt Thomas Brezina 1999
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